Two new miniature metallic sealed-cells containing the triple point of water, WTP (273.16 K) and the triple point of mercury, HgTP (234.3156 K) have been constructed for the realization of the International Temperature Scale of 1990 (ITS-90) at the National Institute of Standards (NIS-Egypt). The two new cells, in addition to a previously realized argon and oxygen triple point cells, will provide facilities for the calibration of capsule-type standard platinum resistance thermometers (CSPRTs) at one single run. Many phase transition plateaux were carried out and compared to the laboratory large reference cells using the same thermometers in order to test the performance of the new cell.
Introduction


The triple point of water and mercury are two of the defining fixed points of the International Temperature Scale of 1990 (ITS-90) [1] , with an assigned temperature values of T WTP = 273.15 K and T HgTP = 234.3156 K, respectively. The mercury triple point is "critical" in the realization of the ITS-90, because the scale requires calibration at the mercury triple point temperature in all the low-temperature sub-ranges where the standard platinum resistance thermometer (SPRT) is the defining instrument and the water triple point is required to carry out the resistance ratio for each fixed point.
NIS developed miniature metallic sealed in order to have the temperature range from O 2 TP [2, 3] up to WTP in one single experiment with adiabatic technique similar to those techniques reported in Ref. [4] . The cells were designed to be mounted together forming a multi-cells compartment. Performance of the new cells will be studied thorough comparing the results of the new cells with those of the laboratory large reference cells, i.e., comparing phase-transition plateaux measured
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 by the same thermometers at both new miniature and large reference cells. In addition, this will enable studying the thermal resistance between the sensing element of the capsule-type standard platinum resistance thermometers (CSPRTs) and solid-liquid interfaces temperatures of the substances within the cells [5] .
Description of the Cells
The geometry of WTP cell, as shown in Fig. 1 , was designed to be integrated with the multi-cells compartment, thus to have a shape similar to those of O 2 TP and ArTP cells.
The HgTP cell was designed, as shown in Fig. 2 , to be very close to the CSPRT shape [5, 6] .
The two new cells assembled with ArTP and O 2 TP to form a final multi-cells compartment.
Construction, cleaning and filling the cells with the pure samples of water and mercury are described in details in Ref. [7] .
Experimental Arrangement
At the beginning, the CSPRT that was intended to be used in characterizing the new cells, was inserted in the laboratory reference cells. These cells are large cells used to maintain the ITS-90 [8, 9] and to calibrate long-stem SPRTs. An alcohol bath "Fluke Model 7381" with a stability of 0.006 °C was used for the realization of HgTP. Another alcohol bath "Hart Scientific Model 7012" with a stability of 0.0008 °C was used for the realization of WTP.
Measurements of CSPRTs (reference thermometer "Tinsley type 5187L SN. B300") were obtained using an F18 ASL resistance bridge in conjunction with a 100 Ω Tinsley standard resistor maintained in a thermo-stated oil bath at 23 °C. The reference thermometer was calibrated according to the ITS-90. This thermometer was chosen after showing good stability of less than 0.1 mK over several years at the triple point of water and mercury.
The next step was to mount the new cells with the multi-cells compartment and insert it into the adiabatic calorimeter. The cells in the adiabatic calorimeter are enclosed in an isothermal copper-can to maintain a uniform thermal condition and to avoid the effect of radiation from the outside. The top-flange of this copper-can is fixed to an outer vacuum-can. A Pt-100 sensor is fixed to this flange to monitor and control the temperature of the thermal shield through a PID regulation. More details of the calorimeter are reported in Refs. [2, 3] .
Metrological Procedures
At the beginning, the thermometer was inserted in the large cell in order to find the repeatability and average value at each realization. Then, the CSPRT was dismounted from the large cell and inserted into the multi-cells compartment inside the calorimeter. The calorimeter inner temperature was controlled by an PID software working under LabView environment. Liquid nitrogen was used to completely freeze the HgTP and WTP cells by allowing helium as a heat-exchange gas. The copper shield temperature was controlled to some hundreds of milli-Kelvins below the triple point temperature of mercury and was left for 30 min. The temperature of the controlled shield was then raised to be few milli-Kelvins above the plateau value. The temperature of the triple point was quickly raised by powering the heater wounded around the cells until melting was started; i.e., a continuous heat flux technique was used. The temperature of the shield was controlled by a Pt-100 and the cells temperature was monitored by the CSPRT.
Intermittent heat technique was also carried out on the miniature cells after removal of the exchange gas.
Results and Discussion
A number of 31 realizations were performed to find the best conditions for characterizations, for WTP and HgTP, for large and the new miniature cells as shown Table 1 .
For the large mercury cell, Fig. 3 shows the measured plateaux values with the expanded uncertainty indicated as Y-bars.
For the new miniature mercury cell in the compartment, Fig. 4 shows plot of three melting curves using the same thermometer. Fig. 5 shows the measured plateaus values associated with their expanded uncertainties.
Similarly for measurements on WTP large cell, Fig.  6 shows plateaus values associated with uncertainties of three different realizations.
Figs. 7 and 8 show the melting plateaus and obtained values of the new WTP miniature cell. (1) Estimated from stability of the bridge, the standard resistor, multimeters and current sources; (2) estimated from the known thermal resistance between the shield and the multi-cells; (3) estimated from: , at 1 mA and √ mA. Table 2 .
2) The temperature differences were calculated from the average values of the best three realizations at each cell. As shown in Fig. 9 , differences are agreed within the expanded uncertainties of the comparison.
Excluding the self-heating coming from the thermometer, total heat was estimated from:
where, I is the supplied current = 5 mA for WTP, and 1 mA for HgTP; R is the resistance of the heater wounded around the cell = 160 Ω; t cs is the duration of feeding current = 5 min.
The miniature cells were filled with 11.7 g and 8.6 g for WTP and HgTP, respectively. The total quantity of heat required to melt the mass of the substance were 3,840 J and 91.2 J for WTP and HgTP, respectively. The resistances of the thermometer B300 were taken during the equilibrium period after each plus especially within 20% ≤ F ≤ 80%. Figs. 10 and 11 show the changes of resistance values during melting plateaux for HgTP and WTP, respectively.
The resistances at 50% were 24.97620246 Ω and 21.08568508 Ω for WTP and HgTP, respectively.
Conclusions
Performance and metrological characterization of the new metallic miniature cells for the water and mercury triple points have been discussed. It has been noted from the results that there is a high degree of equivalence between the miniature cells and the large cells, besides, having an improvement of the uncertainty values during the measurements. Realizations of fixed point in miniature cells show temperature differences of -0.32 mK and 0.37 mK with expanded uncertainties of the comparison of 0.48 mK and 0.49 mK for HgTP and WTP respectively using CSPRTs B300. The results are very encouraging, the two new cells showed repeatabilities of 0.1 mK, reproducibility's of 0.15 mK and stabilities of 0.21 mK and 0.20 mK of the phase transitions.
Concerning the intermittent heat technique, more work still needed in order to assess other thermal parameters like cells heat capacities, thermal resistances and the temperature drifts.
